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We environmentalists can be a tad apocalyptic. Global warming, peak oil and
ecosystem destruction are just a few topics that have graced my dinner conversations.
But for our own sanity, and the sake of potential environmentalists who may be wary
to join the movement, we should put the-end-of-the-world in the back seat for a mo
ment and start celebrating the little victories.
From Western’s own campus to the greater Pacific Northwest, we have a lot to
celebrate.
Western students overwhelming support for a sustainable school shines through
the recession — 80% voted for an increase in the green fee. On a larger scale, the
Whatcom community has a new organization to celebrate: Transition Whatcom.
Members are taking small steps to help combat climate change and peak oil - creating
community gardens, discussing and implementing alternative energy and trying to
localize their economy. The movement is steadily gain speed.
Washington State hit a milestone this year as well. In Olympic National Park,
2010 marked the end of a fisher reintroduction program. This is just one piece in the
puzzle of rebuilding broken Washington ecosystems.
Our garbage, combined with other trash from the rest of the Pacific Northwest
and Hawaii, is shipped to one landfill on Washington’s south border. And while citi
zens and governments struggle to cut down on waste, the Roosevelt Regional Landfill
is one step ahead. They convert the methane released by the garbage into energy and
feed it back into the grid.
But while we celebrate the above success stories, some communities are still push
ing. The town of Cascade Locks, Ore., is pushing to keep Nestle from bottling their
water and so far, it’s worked. While the bottle battle continues in Oregon, Washington
residents are wrestling with the best way to get a bottle deposit system implemented in
this state. This year, a bill proposing just that was shot down in the legislature.
Although the state of the Earth deserves our fear and concern, it’s important to
step back and look at how well our communities do at making dents in the problems
at hand. Apocalypse coming or not, it’s a world worth stepping back to appreciate
once and a while.
We welcome your comments in the form of emails, letters or conversation.
Sincerely,

The Planet Magazine is the quarterly student
publication of Western Washington Univer
sity’s Huxley College of the Environment. We
are dedicated to environmental advocacy and
awareness through responsible journalism.
This issue of The Planet is printed on Mohawk
Options #80 percent PC Cool White Smooth
paper. It is made from 100 percent postcon
sumer waste fiber.
Special thanks to Bill Dietrich.

Kaylin Bettinger
Editor in Chief
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The Sanitary Service Company trucks that collect Bellingham trash
mark the beginning of a 227-mile journey south. Waste amassed
by Bellingham residents ends up at Roosevelt Regional Landfill, on
the Columbia River border with Oregon. Spanning 2,545 acres, it is
the largest landfill in the state.
People commonly envision a landfill of this size as a dump with
^n unpleasant smell and mountains of trash in sight. But at
iloosevelt Regional Landfill, the hills are indistinguishable from the
surrounding landscape, yet they differ tremendously in that they
are actually buried mounds of trash.

The landfill receives two trains daily that total nearly
two miles in length and deliver approximately 7,500
tons of waste. Last year, the city of Bellingham
alone contributed 11,218 tons of waste to this site,
a weight comparable to more than 8,000 Honda
Civics. Because the location is ideal for large-scale
waste disposal, Roosevelt receives waste from
Washington, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, California,
Alaska and Canada.
Water contamination is prevented by 1,500 feet
of rock and soil between the ground surface and
groundwater in addition to a scientifically engineered
liner installed at the surface. Researchers estimate
it would take approximately 16,000 years for any
liquid to filter through the clay to the groundwater.

Although more than four tons of waste is dumped
every minute at Roosevelt Regional Landfill, there is
little trash visible and there is no noticeable scent.
Only one active working site is exposed at a time and
new waste is covered by at least six inches of dirt at
the end of each day.

Landfills are one of the largest sources of methane gas
emissions. As buried garbage decays, methane gas
is produced as a byproduct. The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) requires landfills to prevent
methane from directly entering the atmosphere.
The Harold W. Hill Landfill Gas to Energy Plant, located
in the foreground above, offers a solution to the massproduced methane at Roosevelt Regional Landfill.
The plant, which began operations in 1999, uses the
methane to create electricity.
The power plant is currently under construction to
expand from a 10-megawatt (pictured in the foreground)
to a 38-megawatt production facility (pictured in the
background). The expansion is expected to begin
operating this June and will produce enough energy
to power nearly 22,000 homes in comparison to the
6,000 homes currently powered.
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KIMBERLY CAUVEL is a junior completing a Huxley combined major in
environmental studies and journalism. This is her first print publication.
KATIE HAUG is a senior majoring in anthropology and minoring in
enivornmental studies. This is her first time being published in The Planet.

Methane collection systems used by landfills may
remove up to 90 percent of the total methane
produced. Landfill gas-to-energy technology is the
only renewable energy source recognized by the
ERA for removing pollution from the atmosphere.
Webbed throughout the landfill, a series of 270
pipes draw gas from the decaying waste into the
power plant where the methane is extracted. At
the power plant, five combustion engines generate
energy by burning the methane.
“It’s like the engine in your car, running on methane
gas instead of gasoline," said Jonah Humphreys,
landfill gas site supervisor.

Klickitat County is a leader in green energy output
in Washington State, said Art Mains, Roosevelt
Regional Landfill environmental manager.

/\_
The train is already headed back to Bellingham to pick up today’s
load, and while we grapple with the idea of reducing waste as
individuals and as a community, Roosevelt Regional Landfill is
making good use of the waste that is sent there.
“There is a lot of science and engineering that goes into it,” Mains
said. “And you thought we were just garbage guys.”

Surrounding the landfill, wind turbines spin busily,
creating another source of green energy. Dams
along the nearby Columbia River also harness water
for hydropower. Across the river, in Arlington Ore.,
the Columbia Ridge Landfill has followed Roosevelt
Regional Landfill’s lead by opening a 5.7-megawatt
gas to energy power plant earlier this year.
Throughout the nation, there are 519 methane power
plants in operation altogether, but approximately 530
landfills have not yet tapped into the new technology,
meaning that green energy produced by methane
power plants has the potential to double.

Western students Brittney Honisch and
Neil Baunsgard stand in Red Square asking
students to vote in favor of the Green Fee.
Honisch and Redzinak are co-presidents of
Western’s Students for Renewable Energy
organization on campus.

MONEY
FOR GREEN

BY DANIEL O’HAIR I PHOTOS BY SHEA TAISEY

Give up three lattes - help save the world.
It might sound too good to be true, but that is exactly what a
group of environmentally-minded students at Western Wasliin^^,
I ton University have promised to their peers.

Under the Green
Fee, student money
is used by Western’s
This group, known as Students for Renewable Energy has a
■simple goal ~ to make Western a more eco-friendly and sustainFacilities Management able campus. In order to help make this goal possible, they came
to purchase Renewable |up with “The Renewable Energy Fee,” which is now officially
called “The Green Fee.”
|
Energy Certificates and
The Green Fee was initially established through the efforts of
who formed the group Students for Renewable Energy,
fund other projects. instudents,
2003. The fee was passed by Western’s Board of Trustees in
^

2005.
The fee was set to expire spring 2010. However, determined
to preserve and improve Western’s eco-friendly ways, Students I'or
Renewable Energy worked tirelessly on creating a new version of
the Green Fee, which passed with 80 percent of students in favor.
The new Green Fee will last until 2015.
Under the Green Fee, student money is used by Western’s Fa
cilities Management to purchase Renewable Energy Certificates
and fund other projects.
These certificates are used to subsidize a company that uses
sources of renewable energy, such as windmills, so that the com
pany can be competitive with other industries that use cheaper
forms of energy, such as coal.
For instance, if coal costs 15 cents to produce a unit of
energy and wind costs 25 cents to produce the same amount of
energy, the certificate would go toward paying the 10 cent differ
ence.

The roof of Western’s Viking Union building houses two solar panels that provide electricity to the building.
Future energy-saving projects such as this could be financed by Western’s Green Fee.

In addition to purchasing renewable energy credits, the fee
will provide grant money for student-based projects that make
Western more sustainable, such as the production and installation
of solar panels. According to Brittney Honisch, co-president of
Students for Renewable Energy, all project ideas are welcome as
long as they increase energy efficiency, decrease energy consump
tion, generate renewable energy, and reduce greenhouse gas pol
lution. Grants for sustainability projects would be available to the
entire student body at Western.
The old fee cost S4 per student and was used exclusively for
purchasing renewable energy credits.
Honisch said Western currently purchases 40 million kilowatt
hours of energy per year from green sources through renewable
energy certificates - 100 percent of its electricity use.
In 2008, the Department of Energy estimated that the
average home in Washington consumes 1,086 kilowatt hours per
month.
“It’s really amazing how such a small investment can have
such a large impact [on the environment],” Honisch said.
The impact created by the Green Fee was recognized by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, which awarded Western
the Green Power Eeadership Award in 2005, an award given to
organizations that significantly advance the development of green
power sources.
10 I PLANET

Since then. Western has consistently ranked high on the
Environmental Protection Agency’s College and University Green
Power Challenge. As of 2010, Western ranks tenth in the College
and University Green Power Challenge, which recognizes colleges
and universities that invest in renewable energy.
Honisch said getting the fee passed the second time was a lot
more work.
“The main struggle was agreeing on what the fee should
include this time around, especially in light of trying to incorpo
rate student opinion,” Honisch said. “We sent out a ton of emails
to the entire student body asking for their input and held many
meetings with the Associated Student Board to reach the final
language of the new Green Fee.”
But now that the fee has passed. Western will have more
money than ever for use in green endeavors.
According to Ron Bailey, Western’s property manager of
Facilities Management, the new Green Fee will generate approxi
mately $350,000 per year. Of this, approximately $100,000 will
go toward the purchase of Renewable Energy Certificates, leaving
a large sum for other green endeavors.
“The possibilities of how the money can be used are end
less,” Bailey said.
A majority of the extra will go toward a grant fund for use
by Western students to carry out green projects. An example of

a green project could be the creation of a machine that processes
the methane gas released from food scraps, which could then be
used in place of natural gas - a sort of biogas digester, Bailey said.
“The addition of a grant fund is an excellent opportunity
for students to learn about sustainability and reduce Western’s
greenhouse gases,” said Seth Vidana, coordinator of the Office of
Sustainability “Future employers will likely prefer applicants who
are knowledgeable about sustainability - it would make hnancial
sense for their company”
A portion of the fund will be used to hire a full-time student
position that oversees and coordinates the Green Fee’s associated
programs.
According to Vidana, Western produced 34,500 metric tons
of greenhouse gas in 2006. Through the purchase of renewable
energy credits. Western saved approximately 13,000 metric tons
of greenhouse gas from being emitted into the environment.
Honisch said Students for Renewable Energy calculated
that the emissions being saved from renewable energy credits is
equivalent to 11,000 cars being taken off the road for one year.
However, despite offsetting 100 percent of its electrical use.
Western is still responsible for other greenhouse gas emissions,
including natural gas combustion, solid wastes, refrigeration, and
transportation from commuters.
Bailey said the new Green Fee will bring Western closer to
becoming a completely sustainable university.
“It’s conceivable that Western could offset its greenhouse gas
emissions entirely through the continued purchase of renewable
energy credits and sustainability projects,” Bailey said. “That
would send a huge message to other universities that are already
close to offsetting their greenhouse gas emissions.”
However, not everyone at Western is in favor of the Green
Fee. Virgilio Cintron, AS Vice President for Business and Opera
tions at Western, said the new version of the Green Fee is an
additional cost to students who are already paying too much to
attend college and that he is skeptical of the grant fund.
“While I agree with the idea of becoming more sustainable, I
do not think the solution is to simply charge everyone for proj
ects that in reality may not be effective,” Cintron said. “I know
students who had to drop out of Western because they couldn’t
afford it, but I guess it is fine if someone can’t receive a college
education so long as [Western’s] Communications Facility has a
solar panel on it.”
The Green Fee is currently Western’s smallest fee. The next
highest fee is the Student Technology Fee, which costs $25 per
student, per quarter for the 2009-10 academic year.
Undergraduate, resident tuition at Western cost $180 per
credit for the 2009-10 academic year.
Cintron also said he is concerned students will not be able to
hnish projects they started before they graduate and that Western
should be held responsible for funding projects aimed at reducing
greenhouse gases, not just students.

“It’s conceivable that
Western could offset its
greenhouse gas emissions
entirely through the
continued purchase of
renewable energy credits
and sustainability projects,”
Bailey said. “That would send
a huge message to other
universities that are already
close to offsetting their
greenhouse gas emissions.”
Regardless of how we get there, Vidana said it is important
to actively work toward becoming sustainable for the sake of our
future.
“The Green Fee helps, but [Western] will never rely on it in
order to become more sustainable,” Vidana said. “Sustainability
is important because it decreases our dependence on the world’s
limited resources.”
In the future, Honisch envisions Western with a bio-digester
that can handle all of its food waste and burn methane to pro
duce electricity, solar panels on every roof and a campus-wide
bike program.
“I envision not just a sustainable campus - but an outpour
ing of enjoyment, responsibility, hope and community as students
work together to achieve a kind of campus — and ultimately, a
world - that we are proud to live in and proud to have helped cre
ate,” Honisch said.
For now, only time will tell if Western’s shift toward sustain
ability will leave others feeling green with envy.
DANIEL O’HAIR is a senior majoring in journalism and minoring in sociology.
He has been published in The Western Front, Klipsun and The Planet.
SHEA TAISEY is a junior majoring in visual journalism and minoring in
anthropology. This is her first time shooting for The Planet, and she has
also had stories published in The Western Front.
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SMOOTH
TRANSITION

BY LIZA WEEKS I PHOTOS BY JEFF EMTMAN & SELAH PRATHER

Once a month a Ferndale credit union’s banquet room fills
with hungry residents of the community.
Aromatic foods made from home-grown ingredients brought
by the attendees are placed around a table potluck style. While
eating, conversations bounce between topics like where they live,
what their garden is like, how to minimize soil damage while
weeding, the downsides of rototilling and how to use less water
when gardening. Techniques, ideas and knowledge are swapped
as laughter weaves through the spirited conversations.
After stomachs are full, an environmental movie is shown fol
lowed by a discussion of the content and implications. The goal
of these meetings is to raise awareness on environmental issues, as
well as build a stronger sense of community. The group is called
Transition Ferndale, and is just one neighborhood group that
makes up the larger Transition Whatcom.
The members of Transition Whatcom, who reside around
the county and come from all walks of life, realize how over
whelming the issue of global climate change can be and make
small changes in their lives to make a collective difference. Rather
than overwhelming audiences with dismal statistics illustrating
what is wrong with the world, Transition Whatcom provides small
scale, positive solutions that are easily implemented.
“The main goal [of Transition Whatcom] is to build commu
nity resilience for our county, meaning the ability of our county
to adapt to changes or shocks - peak oil being the big one,” said
Chris Wolf, a resident of the York neighborhood and one of the
founders of Transition Whatcom.
This is really the heart of the movement; it’s not about di

greater hub of Transition U.S., which falls under the umbrella
Transition Network - a global initiative.
The network’s roots can be traced back to Totnes, a small
town in Devon, England. In 2006, residents of the commu
nity decided to make drastic lifestyle changes to combat global
climate change and become more sustainable. Green spaces were
converted to community gardens, fruit trees were planted all over
town, and residents explored alternatives to cars. Other nearby
towns took notice and followed their example.
Today there are 293 initiatives across four continents official
ly registered on Transition Network’s website, number 147 being
Transition Whatcom. These initiatives follow Totnes’ example,
but are free to tailor their interpretation of the movement to the
specihe needs and resources of their neighborhood.
Transition Whatcom has only been established for one year
and within this year membership has soared from eight to 600.
They are preparing for a time when oil is too expensive to trans
port food for the masses, by learning as much about self-sustain
ability as possible so they can share this knowledge when the time
comes. Wolf said she sees her role in the future as a teacher.
“I can be one of the people who says, ‘It’s okay, we’ve been
thinking about this for 20 years. Come over to my house for din
ner and I’ll start teaching you what I know,”’ Wolf said.
A key part of the movement is cultivating gardens with edible
yields. Some members choose to convert their entire lawn into a
garden space, while others prefer raised beds of all different sizes.
The front and back yards of Rebecca Meloy’s house in the
Columbia neighborhood are dominated by plant life. Meloy, a

verting back to tribes or going off the grid, but becoming locally

union carpenter and renowned local artist said she currently has

sustainable while still purchasing items the area cannot produce.
Transition Whatcom is merely a link in a long chain of

roses, rhubarb, marionberries, apple trees, pear trees, raspberries
and strawberries. Her garden is completely organic and she is
working toward introducing more foods and achieving year-round
yields.
“I call my garden controlled wildness,” Meloy said, explain
ing the juxtaposition between flora and random knicklmacks that

Transition initiatives. Transition Whatcom serves as a hub to fa
cilitate smaller initiatives: Transition Ferndale, Blaine, Birch wood,
downtown Bellingham, South Bellingham, York, Samish, Goshen
and the Foothills. Similarly, Transition Whatcom falls within the

INITIATIVES WORLDWIDE
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28+ INITIATIVES
2-9 INITIATIVES
1 INITIATIVE
0 INITIATIVES

give her yard a homey, ecleetie feel with an air of sophistieation.
Alys Kennedy, a member of Transition Ferndale, took
cultivating her own food a step further. Kennedy has two plots
of land: one for her home and one for her chickens. She has 18
chickens in total, which are segregated into three age groups to
avoid conflict. She sells extra eggs to friends and since she only
feeds her chickens organic feed, Kennedy said they taste amazing.
There are currently more than 35 groups on Transition
Whatcom’s website, which connects like-minded people such as
Meloy and Kennedy. There is a group for members to share and
trade seeds, one to discuss alternative energy, one that connects
farms offering Community Supported Agriculture with people in
terested in buying a share, and even one to share environmentally
inspired artwork. The site tracks the progress of the movement
and serves as a social networking forum for members.
Meloy created the Affordable Housing by Homeowners
group. She feels the city needs workable guidelines for homeown
ers to divide their homes into more than one unit. Meloy lives in
a large house and wants to share the space so it is not only herself
14 I PLANET
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consuming all the energy that goes into a home for purposes like
heating. She said the group is currently working on compiling
a clear vision, and will make a major goal and statement once
ready.
“I think inhll is a very viable way to lessen Bellingham’s foot
print,” Meloy said.
The two founders of Transition Network, Rob Hopkins and
Naresh Giangrande, published a handbook to help guide those
interested in starting an initiative of their own called “The Tran
sition Handbook: From Oil Dependency to Local Resilience.”

Within this year nnennbership
has soared from eight to 600.
“We aren’t looking to create a ‘nothing in, nothing out’
economy, but rather to close economic loops where possible and
to produce locally what we can,” Hopkins said in the handbook.
Hopkins listed things that can be produced locally when the
resources are available, including fruits, vegetables, hsh, timber.

Alys Kennedy, a member of Transition Whatcom, stands next to her chicken coop.
Kennedy has a total of 18 chickens, many of which lay eggs regularly. “Some of
my chickens have great personality,” Kennedy said.

*TRANSITIONNETWORK.ORG

mushrooms, medicine, ceramics, soap, bread, wool and paper.
Each ecosystem and climate alters the list of things that are pos
sible to produce locally, but the point remains that no matter the
resources available, there are items that can be produced rather
than purchased. Even if it is as simple as flowers.
It is difficult to predict whether the Transition movement will
have an impact in the long-run. A cheerful disclaimer on their
website states, “we don’t truly know if this will work.”
It is also difficult to predict the actual effects peak oil will
have on society.
The graph of the total yield from an oil held has a bell
shaped curve, and peak oil is the point at the top of that curve,
according to Thor Hansen, geology professor at Western Wash
ington University. Once the peak is reached, the oil is thicker and
harder to extract; wells are abandoned when the cost to extract oil
outweighs the profit to be made. The global oil supply works the
same way, and it is now right around the time of peak oil, Hansen
said.
Hansen does not see peak oil having the disastrous effects the

members of Transition Whatcom generally agree upon. He envi
sions more burning of coal in the future and the overall cost of
living going up, but that is it. He also said anything predicted now
is purely speculation.
“The peak oil people think we’re going to have to go back to
the Stone Age,” Hansen said. “I don’t buy it. I think that’s getting
mixed in with our apocalyptic tendencies.”
What’s more clear than how peak oil will affect the planet
is how global climate change will. Even if C02 emissions are
reduced globally and atmospheric concentrations stabilize,
surface air temperatures and the sea level will continue to rise for
a century or more, according to the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change.
Additionally, at the rate we are currently consuming resourc
es, humans require 1.4 planets to support our lifestyles, according
to the Global Footprint Network. In 2009, we had used up the
resources the Earth can regenerate in a year by Sept. 25.
“I think everything can help but there are two big forces at
work in the world and they are population growth and affluence,”
said Ralph Riley, adjunct professor at Huxley College, about
global climate change.
Riley sees solutions in increasing capped fuel standards in the
U.S., transitioning to renewable energy and reducing personal
consumption. And there it is - reducing personal consumption:
the heart of the Transition movement.

LIZA WEEKS is pursuing a degree in environmental journalism. Though her
path is shrouded in fog, she spends her days chasing the dream.
JEFF EMTMAN is a junior at Fairhaven College studying social portraiture.
Flis photographs are published in The Western Front, Klipsun Magazine,
Whats up, and West Coast Performer.
SELAH PRATHER Selah Prather is a visual journalism major with a minor in
women studies.
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The sun is ju§t beginniiqg^o'breatk through the clouds as Capt. Roger
Slacje pulls alvay^^j^^l^ystone Ferry Terminal in Coupeville, Wash
He gracefu%,sie^^S'^^"^oot vessel through the choppy waters of
Admiralty'Inlet * The ocean shimmers in the morning light as he slowly
begins to reduce speed. Just minutes after leaving shore, Capt. Slade is
floating above the future site of Washington State's first tidal turbine.
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During the past decade, tidal energy has blossomed as a
new form of potential energy, but it still poses many questions.
Across Europe and Canada, research and test studies are under
way to determine whether it could be a feasible form of alterna
tive energy
While Northern Ireland and Scotland are leading the world
in tidal turbine developments, Washington State has become a
national leader for research efforts in Puget Sound.
In 2006, Washington State passed Ballot Initiative 937,
calling for all large-scale utilities to obtain 15 percent of their
electricity from renewable resources, excluding hydroelectric
damns, by 2020. Scientists and electric companies then went to
the bottom of Puget Sound. One of these electric companies, the
Snohomish County Public Utility District (PUD), is the primary
utility service in Snohomish County.
After researching seven different sites across Puget Sound

TOP: Capt. Roger Slade standing in front of the Vessel Assist. Slade has been involved with
sea observation around the potential site for the tidal farm.
BOTTOM: Steller Sea Lions sleep, hunt, poop, and play on an outcropping just off of the
coast of Marrowstone Island in Puget Sound. Marine biologists wonder how installing tidal
farms in Puget Sound will affect marine mammals such as this colony of sea lions.

18 I PLANET

and looking at more than 45 different tidal turbine energy de
vices, Snohomish PUD decided to work alongside Ireland-based
OpenHydro Technology, in an attempt to harness tidal energy in
Admiralty Inlet between Admiralty Head and Point Wilson.
Snohomish PUD chose Admiralty Inlet for its large tidal
range, strong currents and narrow channel connecting it to the
rest of Puget Sound.
To harness the energy, researchers will use tidal turbines.
They work like wind turbines; similar to how wind spins a rotor
on a windmill, the flow of water propels a tidal turbine.
By 2013, Snohomish PUD is proposing to install two tempo
rary turbines, which they will run for three to hve years to gather
the necessary data on the technical, economical and environmen
tal factors surrounding tidal energy.
The turbines, which will be deployed in roughly 200 feet of
water, will have the capacity to generate one megawatt of electric
ity each, enough energy to power 1400 homes.
Craig Collar, the PUD’s senior manager for energy and
resource development, believes the project will cost approximately
10 million dollars.
Funding for the project thus far has come from the US. De
partment of Energy along with resource development funds from
the Snohomish County PUD, which hopes to place two turbines
in Admiralty Inlet.
Because tidal technology is so new, the costs cannot be com
pared to solar or wind power.
‘At this point it is not cost competitive,” said Jim Thom
son, an oceanographer at the University of Washington. “Only
through steady development and research will it become so, and
that may take 10 or 20 years.”
However, Thomson stresses the need to do pilot projects now
to obtain data that will make tidal energy economically viable for
the future.
While many researchers agree, the Snohomish PUD turbines
will generate minimal if any impact on the natural environment.
Still, the PUD is taking a long hard look at the environmental
impacts of tidal turbines.
Two of the many research partners Snohomish PUD sought
out for environmental impact studies in Admiralty Inlet are Scott
Veirs, president of the Beam Reach Marine Science and Sustain
ability School in Seattle, and Jason Wood, the research curator at
the Whale Museum in Friday Harbor.
Veirs and Wood worked alongside an array of organiza
tions including the Sea Mammal Research Unit, Northwest
National Marine Renewable Energy Center, Orca Network, Port
Townsend Marine Science Center and various tribal groups from
October through April, conducting studies on marine mammal
life.
Covering a hve-mile radius in all directions from the pro
jected turbine site, Veirs and Wood worked with land and boat
observations, underwater microphones, and sightings dating

back to 1990 to determine how marine mammals, specifically the
Southern Resident Orca, use and travel within the inlet.
Already, the research has given scientists an abundance of
new data about the marine life and water movement throughout
Puget Sound. This information benefits regulators and other re
searchers such as Washington State Department of Ecology and
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, regard
less of the success of tidal energy development.

mental side of tidal turbines, Brian Polagye, a professor with the
University of Washington’s Mechanical Engineering Department,
believes making sure the technology works as expected is equally

The turbines will have the
capacity to power 1400 homes.

the pilot project.
Until then, they will continue their rigorous efforts to meet
Initiative 937 requirements to get 15 percent of their electricity
from renewable sources. Other energy development researchers
are currently exploring the potentials of wind, solar, biomass and
geothermal energy in Washington State.
“We are going to do this in a thorough, professional,
business-like way,” Collar said. “We’re not overzealous for tidal
energy, we just think it’s something that needs to be explored.”
Below the midday sun, Capt. Slade navigates his vessel
across a glistening sea of potential. For now, the turbulent waters
of Admiralty Inlet remain untapped. But in years to come, this
promising energy tangled in the currents and lurking below Puget
Sound’s surface, may become one of many renewable resources
powering Washington State.

In addition to studying marine mammals, Snohomish PUD
has been diligently working to answer other environmental ques
tions surrounding tidal energy.
They want to know what animals will do with the turbines —
whether they will flock to them, or avoid them completely.
The PUD is also investigating how the turbines may af
fect tribal fisheries, sediment flow along the seabed and whale
echolocation, which could be disrupted by the noise the turbines
generate.
“To really answer any of these questions at this point would
be an absolute guess,” Collar said. “But we aren’t doing that.
\Ve’ re saying, let’s put a few turbines in the water, learn from
them, gather some real scientific data and from there make future
assessments.”
While much of the current research focuses on the environ

important.
“We need to be cognizant that it is not just the environmental
issues that are keeping tidal energy from going to commercial
scale,” Polagye said.
Snohomish PUD is working to gain permits from the Eederal
Energy Regulatory Commission so they can move forward with

BRIANNA GIBBS is a sophomore majoring in environmental journalism and
minoring in Spanish.
EMMA KETTERL is a senior majoring in communication and minoring in
psychology and Greek language. She is pursuing a career in photojournalism.

OFF THE
EATEN PATH

BY CALEB FLEISHER 1 PHOTOS BY KATARINA BUNGE

ating locally has
become increas
ingly popular wit
Bellingham residents
in recent years, but
many may be unaware
of the abundance o
edible treats growing
all around them. The
Pacific Northwest
offers a plethora of
wild edibles, including
fruits, greens, nuts,
roots and fungi.
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A warm spring breeze blew through the trees, carrying the
perfume of newly opened Rainier cherry blossoms to several
Northwest foragers snacking on wild fiddleheads. Led by David
Zhang, Bellingham’s Permaculture Design Course Instructor and
Fairhaven alumnus, the foragers traversed the local wilderness,
identifying wild foods and demonstrating their edibility
“I like to forage for several reasons,” Zhang said. “I like the
idea of obtaining local, healthy, tasty, and nutritious food for free
in exchange for a small investment of my time. I also enjoy the
opportunity to spend this time developing my relationship with
nature, the provider of sustenance.”
Eating locally has become increasingly popular with Belling
ham residents in recent years, but many may be unaware of the
abundance of edible treats growing all around them. The Pacific
Northwest offers a plethora of wild edibles, including fruits,
greens, nuts, roots and fungi. Though they may not all be tasty,
the vast majority of wild plants are edible.
However, there is specific knowledge that every forager
should possess before eating wild plants and fungi. It is vital to
know what is edible, as well as when, where and how to harv^est it
responsibly.
Most importantly, anyone interested in harvesting wild
edibles should consult an expert before attempting to graze alone
because potentially dangerous mistakes are easy to make.
The Sehome Hill Arboretum is an excellent resource for
learning about wild edibles, but while picking and eating is rela
tively harmless, it is prohibited to actually remove anything from
the hill.
The majority of edibles fall into three categories: staples,
delicacies and famine foods. Fairhaven ethnobotanist John Tuxill
said most recreational foraging is likely to be for delicacies and a
few staples.
Early spring is the best time for collecting greens, including
nettles, dandelions, fern fiddleheads, sheep sorrel, big leaf maple
buds and sprouts and young salmonberry and thimbleberry

shoots. Greens should generally be harvested before the plant
begins to flower, beeause at this stage they can become bitter and

Hazelnuts and pine nuts grow readily in Bellingham, but can be
complicated and time-consuming to harvest, with little reward. In
a survival situation, however, nuts can offer an invaluable source
of protein and fat, crucial for maintaining strength and brain

unpalatable.
As greens mature and lose flavor, many fruits like plums,
apples, cherries and berries begin to ripen. The apples and plums
won’t be ready until fall, and it is difficult to beat the birds to the
ripening cherries.
But even the birds can’t eat all the berries because the Pacific
Northwest is home to many varieties, including salmonberries.
Pacific and Himalayan blackberries, thimbleberries, huckleber
ries, elderberries, Oregon grape, and salal. Indigenous tribes
cultivated local berries by selectively weeding and burning parts

function.
John McLaughlin, Professor of Environmental Science at
Western, described a more peculiar source of wild protein. In the
spring, conifer trees, like firs and hemlocks, release their pollen.
“Pollen is almost pure protein,” McLaughlin said. “You can
eat the pollen straight or enrich other foods by say, adding it to
flour the next time you bake a loaf of bread or make pancakes.”
The easiest way to collect pollen is by inserting branches into

of the forest.
Local edible fungi include the highly sought-after oyster,
chanterelle and morel mushrooms, but it’s wise to leave harvest
ing to those with experience. The potential for a life-threatening
mistake is high with mushroom picking because of the several
harmful varieties that grow in local woods.
More sources of sustenance can be found in the trees.

bags and shaking it off.
Harvesting responsibly means following two basic rules:
Don’t harvest everything and don’t leave a trail. Zhang said forag
ers should take less than 20 percent of available edibles so the
plants can keep growing.
“If mushroom hunters collect all the fruiting bodies of a fun
gus, then no spores will be released and proliferate into the next
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Commercially grown plants
have also been selectively
bred or genetically modified
to promote shelf life, size,
appearance and resistance
to disease. As a result, flavor
and nutrition are sometimes
compromised.
season,” McLaughlin said. “If someone is harvesting fiddleheads,
taking a few is hne, but taking all of them will kill the plant.”
Even with resilient crops like nettles, which can withstand
three or four harvests, it is best to harvest only once. Most plants
and fungi must be left for the other animals that depend on such
resources. However, respectful harvesting can help to stimulate
growth and increase biodiversity.
Mostly, responsible harvesting ensures that the organisms can
still successfully procreate.
Sometimes organisms absorb and accumulate toxicants
from their environment, including pesticides and herbicides from
agriculture and landscaping, and runoff from roads and parking
lots. These toxicants might include heavy metals such as mercury
and lead, which are toxic to humans. For this reason, it is best
not to eat anything growing in landscaped areas, parking lots or
alongside roads.
Fortunately, there are many benefits to harvesting wild edibles.
“Wild-grown foods tend to be more nutritious and tasty be
cause, unlike commercially grown crops, the soil they grow in has
not been overharvested and robbed of important trace elements,”
said naturopath Dr. Patti Robbins. “They haven’t been fed with
any of the common commercial fertilizers, which often have
industrial mining waste added as a fortifier.”
Commercially grown plants have also been selectively bred
or genetically modified to promote shelf life, size, appearance and
resistance to disease. As a result, flavor and nutrition are some
times compromised. Wild edibles, Robbins said, are often tastier
and healthier than their commercially produced cousins.
“When collecting wild flora, you make a connection with the
organisms and the environments that you share with them,” Nick
Spring, Fairhaven Forest Garden Coordinator said. “Foraging can
help put you in tune with the places and planet you depend on.”

CALEB FLEISHER is a senior majoring in sustainable design and planning.
He has been doing freelance art and design work since 2004. This is his
first time being published in The Planet.

TOP: David Zhang holding a Dandelion on Sehome Hill:
BOTTOM: Dandelions growing along a hillside on Westerns south campus

KATARINA BUNGE is a senior and an environmental education major. This is
her first time being published in The Planet.
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FISHER
REINTRODUCTION
INTO OLYMPIC
NATIONAL PARK
BY ALANA LINDEROTH I PHOTOS BY KATIE HAUG

In an attempt to promote a healthy, natural
environment in Washington, scientists have brought
back a native species that the state lost more than 80
years ago due to habitat loss and over-trapping: the
fisher, a cat-sized species within the weasel family. r•
_____- MM

Since the early
f T Ctol llllJi tWll O
void of the woodland creatures, whose dark brown coats and long
bushy tails help distinguish them from relatives such as minks and

Northwest, fishers became a candidate for reintroduction.
Dave Werntz, director of conservation for Conservation
Northwest, said the Olympic National Park proved to be the best

martens.
After 10 years of planning by more than a dozen agencies,
11 fishers were finally released into the Olympic National Park in
2008, kick-starting a three-year reintroduction project. Today, 50
females and 40 males have been released in the park.
Jeff Lewis, wildlife biologist for Washington Department
of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), said fishers have numerous roles
within an ecosystem, but what changes will occur in response to
their return is part of the mystery.
“When it comes down to it, we don’t understand ecosystems
very well, and in lieu of that it seems like the best thing we can do
is keep all the pieces of the puzzle together,” Lewis said.
Within forested ecosystems, fishers act as predators of small
animals, seed and pollen dispersers, scavengers, disease hosts, prey

location for reintroduction.
Patti Happe, wildlife biologist for Olympic National Park,
said that by comparing genes of fishers that once inhabited Wash
ington to fisher populations in south central British Columbia,
they decided to use the Canadian population as the source for
the reintroduction. In the western U.S., fishers still live in parts of
Oregon, California, Idaho and Montana.
Since starting the project, WDFW and the National Park
Service have discovered fishers successfully reproducing in their
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to bigger predators, and competitors among other species. They
are also the most formidable predator of porcupines.
In 1997, fishers were put on Washington’s endangered spe
cies list, but with help from wildlife organization Conservation

new home.
Female fisher 2008F007 was the first known female to
reproduce. She was released in 2008 and had four kits in 2009,
marking a major breakthrough for all parties involved, especially
the fishers.
“No reproduction means no success,” Lewis said. “To have
a female not only successfully reproduce, but have the maximum
amount of kits ever observed in the wild was exciting. I could
hardly believe it.”

Patti Happe, Coke Smith and Mitch Lewis release fisher number M014 at the Happy Lake traiihead in the Elwha in March 2008. Photo courtesy of Coke Smith.

FISHER RELOCATION MAP

Fishers need forested habitat with old-growth charaeteristics.
For instance, hshers do not usually make their own dens, but often
use existing holes in trees created by woodpeckers. Thus hshers
need old trees or snags to support this type of dwelling, and they
need enough forest cover to ensure sufficient protection from
predators.
So far, biologists have discovered two den sites, but Lewis said
it is important to understand that hshers released in the park may
not necessarily stay within its boundaries, and in fact many hshers
have traveled outside the park. Betsy Howell, wildlife biologist for
The U.S. Forest Service, works with the Olympic National Park to
help manage the forest surrounding the park in a way that does
not harm or disturb the hshers.
Happe said F007 stayed within the park and made her
home range near Hurricane Ridge, while the male that F007 was
released with, MO 11, appears to have established his home range
within the Makah reservation, but returns to the park during
mating season. Researchers refer to these rnales who travel long
distances in search of females as “walkabouts.”
Every released hsher wears a radio collar and has been
carefully monitored since reintroduction. To do this, Happe and
others hy by plane to listen for various frequencies on the radio
receiver. After they locate a specihc hsher, they mark the spot on
the GPS.
Happe said the females are more important to keep track of
in reintroduction projects, especially during the denning season
between mid-March and the end of April.
The researchers have lost contact with some hshers due to
collar malfunctions or deaths from car collisions and a bobcat kill.
Happe recently lost the signal from F007’s collar, but she has not
been able to conhrm death due to the large amount of snow.
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(1) Dave Manson, \A/iidiife biological
technician for Olympic National Park,
explains the process of viewing images
taken by the camera used to monitor
fisher activity in the park.
(2) A close-up of one of the cameras
used to monitor fisher activity.
(3) Kurt Jenkins, research wildlife
biologist for the U.S. Geological survey,
demonstrates a well hidden hair snare.
(4) Jenkins describes the process of
gathering fisher hair for DNA analysis
through hair snares.

The researchers have lost
contact with some fishers
due to collar malfunctions
or deaths from car collisions
and a bobcat kill.
Happe said the first phase of the project focused on releases,
whereas now the project is moving toward the broader picture,
closely studying the overall population.
Kurt Jenkins, wildlife biologist for the U.S. Geological Survey,
said they are not planning on monitoring future generations by
radio collar. Jenkins and other scientists are beginning to moni
tor hshers using hair snares and cameras. Researchers will plot
multiple blocks of land throughout the park with cameras, and
use chicken drumsticks to lure the fishers into the snares. The col
lected hair samples will then undergo DNA analysis.
When asked whether the reintroduction of fishers will be a
long-term success, Happe responded with a smile.
“I am cautiously optimistic,” she said.
Happe said hshers are still a federal candidate for the en
dangered species list. However, with each generation born in the
state, like the hrst four kits of F007, Washington is once again a
home to hshers.
Jenkins and Happe also agree that the North Cascades and
Mount Baker area are ideal hsher habitats. Although there are
no current projects happening in those areas, Jenkins said serious
thought and initial dialog have begun.
“We may not be able to know all of the ecological changes
on the ecosystem in response to the hshers yet,” Happe said. “But
what we do know is that they were here, and hopefully now they
are back.”
ALANA LINDEROTH is a junior nnajoring in environmental journalism, and
hoping to minor in geology. She has been published in The Western Front.
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BY BRIAN CONNER I PHOTOS BY JEFF EMTMAN & SELAH PRATHER

Some Western students don’t mind puling eight quarters
into a vending machine for a bottle of water. Others prefer to
bring their own reusable bottle to drink for free.
While some consumers are under the pretense that bottled
water comes from a pure natural spring, most bottled water
comes from large rivers. When buying a bottle of Aquafina,
bottled by Pepsi and sold throughout Western’s campus, it could
come from the Detroit River - one of the many sources Pepsi
uses to bottle its Aquafina water.
The bottled water dilemma is simple;'bottling water removes
water from one community and sells the finished product to
another community. This process involves diverting streams into
factories, manufacturing plastic bottles and transporting bottles to
retail venues throughout the country.
|
Julia DeGraw, a member of both Keep Nestle Out of The
Gorge and Food & Water Watch, actively organizes discussions
for people who care about their drinking water and is working to
stop Nestle from building a water bottling plant along the Colum
bia River Gorge. The bottled water would be shipped all over the
Pacific Northwest, even to places like Bellingham, where there is
plenty of clean tap water.
According to an article in The Oregonian, Cascade Locks,
Ore., a town along the Columbia River Gorge with a population
26 I PLANET

of about 1,000 residefts, will be the new home of Nestle’s first
Pacific Northwest bottling plant. The proposed 25-acre plant
would rest along the Columbia River in an area zoned for industrial use.
C
“The land is extremely decehdng,” DeGraw said. “Driving
by it looks like a forested area and a nice area for a hike; however,
the city has the land zoned for industrial use.”
Nestle wants to bottle Oxbow Stream, which freely flows
from the Cascade Mountains down through Cascade Locks and
provides Oxbow Fish Hatchery with fresh water, said Rick Har
grave, deputy administrator for the Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife. Freshwater is essential for hatching fish.
To supplement water taken from the hatchery. Nestle is
proposing to drill wells near the Columbia River Gorge and route
well water to Oxbow Fish Hatchery. However, well water contains
different chemical components and warmer temperatures than a
freshwater stream. Researchers must conduct months of testing
before they know if the water is safe for fish, Hargrave said.
Often wells that are tapped near a large river, such as the Co
lumbia River Gorge, are mainly sub-portions of the nearby river.
In this case, that means water from the Columbia River Gorge
could be pumped through a well and then pushed to Oxbow Fish
Hatchery.

Bottles piled in bins at the Associated
Students recycle center
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Because people tend to drink more water during warmer
months, Nestle will bottle more water to meet demand, DeGraw
said. This is damaging to the ecosystem because there is al
ready less water available for plants and animals during summer
months. Oxbow Stream currently feeds into the Columbia River
after running through the hsh hatchery and provides a cool home
to thousands of hsh who need relief from the elevated tempera
tures in the Columbia River during the summer months.
“Transferring water that helps the State of Oregon over to a
private organization is a tragedy,” DeGraw said.
DeGraw has helped get 3,700 signatures to help keep Nestle
out of the Columbia River Gorge. DeGraw and other Portland,
Ore., residents are concerned with what could happen when the
stream is depleted and Nestle leaves the area.
“This deal makes sense to Nestle because they cannot fathom
water running out,” DeGraw said. “Nestle is specialized and has
great lawyers, who draft up amazing contracts that usually lean in
their favor.”

area with no access,” said Seth Vidaha, coordinator of Western’s
Office of Sustainability. “For those who live near a healthy drink
ing source, bottled water shouldn’t be a default.”
Vidaha teaches Campus Planning Studio, a course offered
through Huxley College, and is working on a project that will
encourage students to use reusable water bottles and hll stations.
Currently, students and staff who bring reusable water bottles are
forced to use drinking fountains to refill their water bottles, which
can be inconvenient.
Students in Vidaha’s class are working on installing “hydra
tion stations” throughout campus. These stations will make it easy
to rehll a reusable bottle.
“The campaign is designed to make hlling up a water bottle
convenient and easy,” Vidaha said. “The goal of the project is to
put a positive spin on the bottled water issue and instead of run
ning a ‘stop buying bottled water campaign,’ we are running a ‘hll
up here campaign.’”
Hydration stations might get the attention of Western stu
dents out of pure convenience, which for Western Junior Marisola
Sanchez is the primary reason she buys bottled water on a daily
basis.
“I’ll admit it. I buy bottled water,” Sanchez said. “It is ex
tremely convenient and I recycle the bottle.”
Western’s Dining Services estimates 70,000 water bottles
were purchased in on-campus markets from April 2009 through
March 2010, approximately 1,340 water bottles per week. In
2005, Western’s Recycle Center collected nearly 41,000 pounds
of plastic, said Rich Neyer, Recycle Center Manager. The
amount of plastic roughly equals the weight of two city buses.

BEYOND THE BOTTLE
A pile of recycled waste at Sanitary Services Company in Bellingham.

BOTTLES VS. TAP
There are many rumors, myths and half-truths about bottled
water. Which is better: bottled or tap water?
Amy Greer, a representative of the Natural Resources De
fense Council, said she strongly recommends water from the tap.
Tap water may actually be safer because it is not stored in plastic.
Research has shown that certain plastic bottles release chemicals
that mix with water, especially if left in the sun, Greer said.
In addition, state and federal laws require water to be con
stantly tested to ensure safety. Greer recommends that anyone
wanting to take extra precautions with their water supply use a
hlter placed at the end of their faucet.
“The concept of bottled water is great and can help save lives
when needed in a disaster zone or even for people who live in an
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The issue of bottled water is more than an issue of recycling.
Many people who buy bottled water think that recycling the
bottle solves all of the problems. However, not only is recycling
energy intensive, water is still removed from one community to
sell to another.
Next time the opportunity to stuff a vending machine with
quarters or the choice to buy a bottle of water at the campus
market is presented, know that the water in those bottles came
from someone else’s community. Imagine how Bellingham’s com
munity would feel if a company began selling bottled water from
Lake Whatcom, the source of Bellingham’s drinking water, to
people elsewhere already supplied with drinkable water.
Western is making it easy to rehll and use the same bottle of
water throughout the day. New hydration stations will soon be
popping up throughout campus to allow those passing the option
to quickly hll up their bottle.
BRIAN CONNER is a senior and ennployee of Western Washington University.
He has been at Western for four years and is double majoring in Communica
tion and Journalism.

EXCHANGING THASH FOR CASH
BY HILLARY LANDERS I PHOTOS BY SHEA TAISEY

One crisp, fall morning in 1969, Fairhaven College professor
Bob Keller went out for his daily run on a course that trashed his
tolerance for garbage.
As he reached the crest of Sehome Hill, he was appalled by
the tremendous amount of litter, especially beer bottles and cans.
He decided then and there to organize a group of Fairhaven
students to take guerrilla environmental action. They went up to
Sehome Hill on Saturday nights with infrared cameras to take
pictures of people throwing bottles out of their cars, capture their
license plate numbers and turn them in to the police.
“We called ourselves the ‘Sehome Hill Improvement
Troops,”’ Keller said, pausing to let the acronym sink in.
The police were not fond of the idea of untrained college
students putting themselves in a potentially dangerous position, so
the S.H.I.T squad didn’t last long. Instead, they channeled their
enthusiasm into lobbying for a bottle deposit law.
Forty years and three failed initiatives later, Washington still
remains bottle bill free, despite successful campaigns in Oregon,
California and British Columbia.
Bottle bill legislation creates an efficient collection system for
beverage packaging and provides economic incentive for consum
ers to dispose of their waste in a responsible, environmentally
friendly manner. Oregon enacted the Beverage Container Act in
1971, which gives a return deposit of 2 cents for standard refillable containers and 5 cents for all other containers. A study by
the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality showed that
by 1982, the law had reduced the amount of beverage container
litter by 83 percent and total litter by 47 percent. The other six
states in the U.S. that have implemented container deposit laws
have had similarly successful results.
Despite overwhelming evidence that bottle bills reduce waste
and keep recyclable materials out of landfills, Washington vot
ers have shot down bottle bill initiatives three times since 1970.
This January, for the first time since 1982, a bottle bill similar to
Oregon’s was introduced to the Washington Legislature. Again, it
went nowhere.
In 1970, Keller led and mentored a group of Fairhaven
students in writing and petitioning for the returnable bottle bill.
Initiative 256 and became the state sponsor of the bill. He attri
butes the failure of all three attempts to pass the bottle bill largely
to corporate-funded opposition campaigns. A statewide poll taken
by the Republican Party in 1970, about a month before Election
Day, indicated 68 percent of voters favored the initiative.
“We eventually lost by less than 2 percent. The reason for
that was we just got blasted out of the water by opponent’s adver
tising,” Keller said.
In the 1979 campaign, bottle bill initiative spending records

show that proponents spent S88,855 while opponents spent $1.5
million.
“For those last three weeks, they just ran ads constantly through the newspaper, the radio, the television... constantly,”
Keller said.
The main opponents of the bottle bill initiative include
large corporations such as Anheuser-Bush, Coca-Cola Company,
American Beverage Association and National Grocers Associa
tion. Beverage manufacturers speculated that the deposit would
depress sales, while retail stores opposed the requirement to
handle returned bottles with no monetary compensation.
According to Sue Cole, public affairs director of The
Markets, a small grocery chain in Washington, the grocery retail
industry opposes any deposit system because the cost and imple
mentation would probably fall on the shoulders of grocery stores.
“The state Department of Ecology has supported our posi
tion on this issue in the past, because they agree that if you have
a beverage deposit system, you remove some of the most valuable
recyclables from the curbside pickup system, which then makes
curbside pickup less affordable or profitable,” Cole said.

A STATEWIDE POLL TAKEN BY THE
REPUBLICAN PARTY IN 1970, ABOUT
A MONTH BEFORE ELECTION DAY,
INDICATED 68 PERCENT OF VOTERS
FAVORED THE INITIATIVE.
Oregon faced similar opposition from beverage companies
such as Anheuser-Busch and glass manufacturers such as the
Glass Bottle Blowers’ Association. Peter Spendelow, Oregon’s
Department of Environmental Quality policy analyst, said it was
one of the most heavily lobbied bills ever seen in Salem.
Luckily for Oregon, when the bill passed in 1971, it was
strongly supported by Republican Governor Tom McGall, as well
as several small grocery chains. The bottling industry sent East
Coast lobbyists to Oregon, Spendelow said. With such strong lo
cal support for the bill, the Oregon community did not take these
strangers seriously.
Many Oregonians were apprehensive about the bottle bill
at first, but Spendelow said it is popular now that they have seen
how well it works.
While the Oregon bottle bill was originally proposed to re
duce roadside litter and keep beverage containers out of landfills,
the bottling industry has delivered new challenges. Refillable bot
tles were the norm for soft drinks in 1971, according to records
from the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality.
Approximately 36 percent of beer bottles and 53 percent of

Twin Brook Creamery owner Larry Stap moves milk bottle crates through the farm.

soft drink bottles produced could be washed and refilled. Virtually
all bottles had to be a standard size and shape so any beverage
company could reuse them.
In the ‘90s, beverage manufacturers began to design unique
bottles for specific brands, causing them to stray away from the
standardized, reusable bottle.
As the increasing prevalence of large beverage manufactur
ing corporations put local breweries out of business, the costs of
handling and transporting the refillable bottles outweighed the
saved cost in reproduction. Due to these significant changes in
bottle packaging and marketing strategies, the reusable bottle has
become practically obsolete in Oregon and across the United
States. This has rendered bottle bills to serve primarily as eco
nomic incentives to recycle and reduce litter.
Putting a cash value on bottles and cans has been success
ful in convincing consumers to stop treating recyclable materials
as garbage. Roughly 78 percent of Oregon’s containers were
returned to stores in 2005, while 5 percent went into curbside
bins and 17 percent went into landfills, Spendelow said, citing
Department of Environmental Quality research. States without
deposit systems don’t get anywhere near an 83 percent return rate
on beverage containers, he said.
Although Washington has yet to pass any type of bottle bill.

several local dairy companies have implemented their own refillable bottle deposit systems by arranging it privately with indi
vidual grocery stores.
Larry Stap, owner of Twin Brook Creamery in Lynden,
Wash., realized there was a market for milk in a glass bottle. At
first, he trucked the milk to Darigold for distribution. Three years
ago, he started selling his milk in reusable glass bottles to fill a
niche for environmentally conscious customers.
Twin Brook Creamery sells its milk in various stores from
Lynden to Olympia. In Bellingham, it is sold at the Sehome Vil
lage Haggen and the Community Food Co-op. The milk is sold in
pints, quarts and half-gallons. Consumers who purchase the milk
are charged an additional SI.70 for the bottle. After they drink
the milk, they wash the empty bottle and return it to the place of
purchase for a cash refund.
Stap reuses the bottles as many times as they are returned typically seven to eight times. The bottles do not break easily, as
they are made of thick glass that can endure heat washing.
Currently, Twin Brook Creamery’s milk is in such high de
mand, Stap said he has been turning down prospective distribu
tors because their small facilities cannot produce enough to meet
demands.
Although the refillable bottle system has been successful
for Twin Brook Creamery, Stap doesn’t think a system such as
theirs would work on a larger scale. He has done promotions and
sampling and had many people approach him and say they love
his product, but they do not want the inconvenience of having to
return the bottles.
High transportation costs are one of the main arguments
large bottling corporations use in challenging refillable bottle
systems on a national scale. However, local activists in Washing
ton continue to find hope no farther away than neighboring states
and provinces for promoting a bottle deposit system to reduce
litter and increase recycling.
Wendy Walker, a Huxley professor and former S.H.I.T
squad member, recalls the days of writing and campaigning for
Initiative 256 as one of her happy moments. She said while it was
disappointing when the bill didn’t pass, she still considered it to be
a highly rewarding experience.
“I didn’t come away discouraged. I came away empowered,”
she said, recalling how thrilling it was when the initiative made it
to national news.
Unlike Keller, who is doubtful that a bottle bill similar to the
one he proposed in 1970 will pass in Washington, Walker has a
more optimistic viewpoint.
“I think if it were handled right it could pass, but it would
need some careful strategizing,” she said.
HILLARY LANDERS is a junior majoring in environmental education and
Spanish. This is her first time being published in The lanet.
SHEA TAISEY is a junior majoring in visual journalism and minoring in an
thropology. This is her first time shooting for The Planet, and she has also
had stories published in The Western Front.
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The average college student goes up to the sink in the restroom to wash their hands. After letting
the hot water and soap cleanse their hands of potential disease, they turn and are faced with a
decision, how are they going to dry those hands? Often in the restroom we find a hand dryer or a
paper towel dispenser, or in the most perplexing instances: both. Students are forced to wonder
which choice is the best decision.
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